What we call American literature is quite often a shorthand, a simplified name for an extended tangle of relations." This is the argument of Through Other Continents, Wai Chee Dimock's sustained effort to read American literature as a subset of world literature.
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What we call American literature is quite often a shorthand, a simplified name for an extended tangle of relations." This is the argument of Through Other Continents, Wai Chee Dimock's sustained effort to read American literature as a subset of world literature.
Inspired by an unorthodox archive--ranging from epic traditions in Akkadian and Sanskrit to folk art, paintings by Veronese and Tiepolo, and the music of the Grateful Dead--Dimock constructs a long history of the world, a history she calls "deep time." The civilizations of Mesopotamia, India, Egypt, China, and West Africa, as well as Europe, leave their mark on American literature, which looks dramatically different when it is removed from a strictly national or English-language context. Key authors such as Thoreau, Margaret Fuller, Ezra Pound, Robert Lowell, Gary Snyder, Leslie Silko, Gloria Naylor, and Gerald Vizenor are transformed in this light. Emerson emerges as a translator of Islamic culture; Henry James's novels become long-distance kin to Gilgamesh; and Black English loses its ungrammaticalness when reclassified as a creole tongue, meshing the input from Africa, Europe, and the Americas.
Throughout, Dimock contends that American literature is answerable not to the nation-state, but to the human species as a whole, and that it looks dramatically different when removed from a strictly national or English-language context.
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Sales Rank: #1009209 in Books At once a set of wide-ranging illustrations and a map for the future, her study will permanently alter the boundaries, and therefore the national implications, of American literary scholarship."--Eric J. Sundquist, UCLA "This is a wonderful book, of the highest importance, which brings to fruition Dimock's recent proposals in a number of articles. I expect the book to be very widely read, discussed, and no doubt debated. The book offers a model not merely for a new way to study American literature, but also the beginnings of a new relation between comparative literature and the study of American literature."--Jonathan Arac, Columbia University "Dimock's timely and wide-ranging book will change the discussion of the effect of globalization on the field of American literary studies. Invoking the historical depth of what she calls planetary literature to redraw the map of American literature, Dimock argues that this literature has not been disrupted by globalization. Rather, American literature is one of the tributaries of the planet's literary system."--Donald E. Pease, Dartmouth College "Through Other Continents makes good on Dimock's proposal for a more imaginative and more capacious reading of not only American literature, but literature in general. It adds a unique voice to current discussions of global culture, literary studies in a postnational frame, transnational cultural studies, and the disciplines of American studies and comparative literature. This is a highly original and thoroughly engaging piece of scholarship."--David Palumbo-Liu, Stanford University "In a series of bold and brilliant thought experiments, Through Other Continents extends the horizons of 'American literature' as no one has done before. It accomplishes nothing less than the creation of a genuinely new critical framework and idiom for reconceiving the field on a planetary scale. For This Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you obtain by reading this book is information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get details which is getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. This Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time without we comprehend teach the one who examining it become critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't be worry Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time can bring any time you are and not make your bag space or bookshelves' become full because you can have it in your lovely laptop even phone. This Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time having very good arrangement in word and also layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.
Priscilla Garcia:
Reading can called head hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book especially book entitled Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe unidentified for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in a reserve then become one type conclusion and explanation this maybe you never get prior to. The Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time giving you an additional experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful details for your better life within this era. So now let us explain to you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind is going to be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary investing spare time activity?
Andy McNeil:
The book untitled Through Other Continents: American Literature across Deep Time contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains her idea with easy approach. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can easy to read that. The book was published by famous author. The author brings you in the new age of literary works. It is possible to read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or product, so you can read the book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can available their official web-site and also order it. Have a nice read. 
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